Studio Hire Information Form
About TAPAC:
TAPAC is a vibrant performing arts hub offering high-quality creative arts education and
facilities to Auckland’s diverse creative communities. Affordable, inclusive and accessible,
TAPAC offers a nurturing and supportive environment where emerging and established
artists can connect through their collective love of the performing arts. TAPAC is a
registered charity and all profits go back into providing exciting, quality and affordable
performing arts programmes for the community.
TAPAC’s four performing arts studios are welcoming, light-filled spaces used for dance
classes, theatre rehearsals, circus and drama. They can also be configured for performances.
Studio Hire Terms and Conditions can be found here: https://www.tapac.org.nz/venuehire/studio-hire-terms
TO BOOK:
Please contact community@tapac.org.nz with details of your bookings, a completed studio
hire form and any questions you might have.

STUDIO 1
Studio 1 measures 14.0 x 9.0 x
5.5m. The studio has a sprung
floor which makes it ideal for
ballet and dance. Ballet Bars run
along two sides of the space,
with full length mirrors attached
to the wall. There is a curtain
that runs along the mirrors if do
not require them.
Studio 1 hire includes:
• A Sound System which uses an AUX cord connection. (If you have a newer phone,
you may require an adaptor. TAPAC Reception has a limited number of iPhone
adaptors that can be borrowed during hire)
• 20 Black Chairs
• Piano
• Whiteboard which is attached to the wall. (TAPAC Reception has a limited number of
Whiteboard Pens which can be borrowed during hire)
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RATES
Studio Hire
After Hours Cost

When no other hirers are in the venue

$35.00 (+gst)
$45.00 (+gst)

CAPACITY
Green or Orange (Standard
Capacity)
Red (Limited Capacity)

50 people (includes people seated to watch)
20 Adults/Children comfortably to Dance
25 people

STUDIO 2
Studio 2 measures 14.0 x 9.0 x
5.5m. The studio has a sprung
floor which makes it ideal for
ballet and dance. A Grid runs
across the top of the studio for
aerial harnesses (which can be
negotiated with TAPAC) and
moveable mirrors that can be
placed around the space as
required. A Sliding Door opens
the space up to the grass area
outside.
Studio 2 hire includes:
• A Sound System which uses an AUX cord connection. (If you have a newer phone,
you may require an adaptor. TAPAC Reception has a limited number of iPhone
adaptors that can be borrowed during hire)
• 20 Black Chairs
• Whiteboard which is attached to the wall. (TAPAC Reception has a limited number of
Whiteboard Pens which can be borrowed during hire)
RATES
Studio Hire
After Hours Cost

When no other hirers are in the venue

$35.00 (+gst)
$45.00 (+gst)
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CAPACITY
Green or Orange (Standard
Capacity)
Red (Limited Capacity)

50 people (includes people seated to watch)
20 Adults/Children comfortably to Dance
25 people

STUDIO 3
Studio 3 measures 10.0 x
7.0 x 4.5m. Studio 3 has a
blank space with no
mirrors which makes it
ideal for Acting or filming
work.

Studio 3 hire includes:
• A Sound System which uses an AUX cord connection. (If you have a newer phone,
you may require an adaptor. TAPAC Reception has a limited number of iPhone
adaptors that can be borrowed during hire)
• 20 Black Boxes. TAPAC Reception can assist with chairs if required
• Piano
• Whiteboard which is attached to the wall. (TAPAC Reception has a limited number of
Whiteboard Pens which can be borrowed during hire)
RATES
Studio Hire
After Hours Cost

When no other hirers are in the venue

$30.00 (+gst)
$40.00 (+gst)

CAPACITY
Green or Orange (Standard
Capacity)
Red (Limited Capacity)

35 people (includes people seated to watch)
15 Adults comfortably to Dance
20 Children comfortably to Dance
16 people
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STUDIO 4
Studio 4 measures 12.0 x 8.0
x 4m. The Studio has two
moveable Ballet Bars and
Mirrors.

Studio 4 hire includes:
• A Sound System which uses an AUX cord connection. (If you have a newer phone,
you may require an adaptor. TAPAC Reception has a limited number of iPhone
adaptors that can be borrowed during hire)
• 20 Black Boxes. TAPAC Reception can assist with chairs if required
• Piano
• Whiteboard which is attached to the wall. (TAPAC Reception has a limited number of
Whiteboard Pens which can be borrowed during hire)
RATES
Studio Hire
After Hours Cost

When no other hirers are in the venue

$30.00 (+gst)
$40.00 (+gst)

CAPACITY
Green or Orange (Standard
Capacity)
Red (Limited Capacity)

35 people (includes people seated to watch)
15 Adults comfortably to Dance
20 Children comfortably to Dance
16 people
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